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WASTE DISPOSAL CHART FOR LABORATORIES

Laboratory Waste

THE ABOVE CHART IS A GUIDE, MORE INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE THROUGH THE ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY OFFICE (EHSO) AT 474-6633.
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1. NO CHEMICALS ARE TO BE LEFT FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA CUSTODIAL STAFF.
2. All hazardous waste must be labelled with EHSO Hazardous Waste Labels or original labels if original contents.
3. Empty reagent bottles are to be rinsed and have the labels defaced.
4. Contact manufacturer/supplier (e.g. Matheson) for disposal of empty/unused compressed gas cylinders (e.g. Lecture bottles etc.); contact EHSO for consultation.
5. Animal carcasses are to be incinerated.
6. All potentially infectious materials (biomedically involved) must be autoclaved or deactivated using a chemical sterilizing agent prior to disposal.
7. Consult the University of Manitoba Biohazardous Waste Disposal Guidelines.
8. Radioisotope users should consult the University of Manitoba "Waste Disposal Chart for Radioisotope Users."